
Effects of Volcanic Eruptions

Objective: To understand that volcanic eruptions can 
have a positive and negative effect on people and the 
area.

To know the difference between primary 
and secondary effects of a volcanic eruption. 



Starter 

Distribution 
means where 
they are placed 
or positioned.



Answers

• Volcanoes occur in line or along 
plate boundaries.

• There are more volcanoes around 
the Ring of Fire.

• There are only a few volcanoes 
located in Europe compared to the 
rest of the world.



Effects of volcanic eruptions

• Create 2 spider diagrams of what you think 
are the POSITIVE (ADVANTAGES) and 
NEGATIVE (DISADVANTAGES) effects of 
volcanic eruptions on the PEOPLE and the 
AREA.

These are your own thoughts, try to think 
logically about what these advantages and 
disadvantages would be.



• Now watch this video about volcanoes…

• https://youtu.be/HzwwrptvqlY

https://youtu.be/HzwwrptvqlY


• Create a table with two columns, label one column POSITIVE 
and the other NEGATIVE 

• Place the information below in to the correct column as to 
whether is it a POSITVE or a NEGATIVE impact of a volcanic 
eruption.

Many lives can be lost as a result of a 
volcanic eruption.

The dramatic scenery created by 
volcanic eruptions attracts tourists. This 
brings income to an area.

Human and natural landscapes can be 
destroyed and changed forever.

Lava flows and it can destroy 
settlements and clear areas of 
woodland or agriculture.

If the ash and mud from a volcanic 
eruption mix with rain water or melting 
snow, fast moving mudflows are 
created. 

The high level of heat and activity 
inside the Earth, close to a volcano, can 
provide opportunities for generating 
geothermal energy.

The lava and ash deposited during an 
eruption breaks down to provide 
valuable nutrients for the soil. This 
creates very fertile soil which is good 
for agriculture and farming.



Answers

Positive Negative
The dramatic scenery created by volcanic 
eruptions attracts tourists. This brings 
income to an area.

Many lives can be lost as a result of a 
volcanic eruption.

The lava and ash deposited during an 
eruption breaks down to provide valuable 
nutrients for the soil. This creates very 
fertile soil which is good for agriculture

If the ash and mud from a volcanic eruption 
mix with rain water or melting snow, fast 
moving mudflows are created. 

The high level of heat and activity inside the 
Earth, close to a volcano, can provide 
opportunities for generating geothermal 
energy.

Lava flows and it can destroy settlements 
and clear areas of woodland or agriculture.

Human and natural landscapes can be 
destroyed and changed forever.



Primary and secondary effects of volcanic eruptions

• Firstly, what do we mean by Primary and 
Secondary effects? 

• Primary – the Immediate impact. (NOW)

• Secondary – the medium, and long term impact. 
(WEEKS, MONTHS LATER)



Sort out the statements below into 
PRIMARY and SECONDARY effects.

People are injured and or killed. Explosions occur in gas pipes.

Shortages of drinking water, food and 
shelter.

Diseases spread by people.

Social problems by the loss of friends and 
family.

Houses and buildings are destroyed.

Economic problems to the people and the 
country.

Roads and railways become impassable.

Communication lines (telephone,
electricity etc) are cut off.

Loss of farmland and tourist facilities has 
a major impact on the economy of the 
area/country.



Answers

PRIMARY SECONDARY

People are injured and or killed. Social problems by the loss of friends and 
family. 

Houses and buildings are destroyed. Diseases spread by people.

Explosions occur in gas pipes. Shortages of drinking water, food and 
shelter.

Roads and railways become impassable. Economic problems to the people and the 
country.

Communication lines (telephone,
electricity etc) are cut off.

Loss of farmland and tourist facilities has 
a major impact on the economy of the 
area/country.



Now you can see the positives and 
negatives of Volcanoes.

• Lets have a look at the Caribbean Island of 
Montserrat. Watch the video in the link below.

• 2016 02 17 Visit Montserrat Video – YouTube

• Do you think this is an island where you would 
like to live? Explain your answer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=YPssKaRG8h8


Finally,

• Create a warning sign to put near an active 
volcano. Make it bold and colourful.

• Use the template provided on the home
learning post.


